Abstract-There are numerous applications which require the ability to take certain actions (e.g. distribute money, medicines, people etc.) over a geographic region in order to optimize an objective (e.g. minimize expected number of people with a disease). We introduce "geospatial optimization problems" (GOPs) where an agent has limited resources and budget to take actions in a geographic area. The actions result in one or more properties changing for one or more locations. There are also certain constraints on the combinations of actions that can be taken. We study two types of GOPs -goal-based and benefitmaximizing (GBGOP and BMGOP respectively). A GBGOP ensures that certain properties must be true at specified locations after the actions are taken while a BMGOP optimizes a linear benefit function. We present several approaches to these problems using various integer programs as well as a multiplicative update based approximation.
I. INTRODUCTION
As geo-located social network data becomes more common with sites such as FourSquare 1 and programs such as RealityMining 2 , it becomes desirable to reason about such data. There are numerous applications which require the ability to take certain actions (e.g. distribute money, medicines, people etc.) over a geographic region. For instance, a disaster relief organization must allocate people and supplies in a region after a disaster. A public health organization needs to allocate limited vaccine stocks to people across the region. A government needs to allocate funds for education or unemployment training across a region. However, allocating any resource will cause certain effects -some desirable, some not -based on the network connections among geographic locations. In this paper we present a formal framework that allows reasoning about such geo-located data in order to answer certain queries where we have some desired goal to achieve as the result of our geographically-based resource allocation -all the while considering the complex interactions among locations. Figure 1 shows a 2-dimensional map of a region. A political candidate can only make so many campaign stops and public appeals. We assume that a map M is discrete (this is a common assumption in most GIS systems) and has coordinates drawn from [0, . . . , M ] × [0, . . . N ] where the bottom left corner of the map is the point (0, 0). The candidate wants to identify the best places to campaign or make public appeals to maximize his exposure. Additionally, the map shows unpopulated areas, areas where campaigning costs are high, and areas dominated by one of two constituent groups. All of these factors may affect the set of locations the candidate selects to optimize his exposure. In this paper, we introduce geographic optimization problems or GOPs that capture and solve problems such as those mentioned above. This framework allows one to more prudently position resources in a manner to achieve a goal while considering the complex interactions between locations (that may be modeled as a network). The organization and contribution of the paper is as follows. Section II formally defines GOPs -specifically we introduce goal-based and benefitmaximizing GOPs (GBGOP and BMGOP respectively) and provides results on the complexity of these problems (both are NP-hard). Section III presents integer programs to solve both GBGOP and BMGOP using an IP solver like CPLEX. We then show how to correctly reduce the number of variables in the integer constraints for GBGOP. This is followed by a description of the BMGOP-Compute algorithm that can quickly approximate a BMGOP in polynomial time and provides an approximation guarantee.
II. GOPS FORMALIZED AND COMPLEXITY RESULTS
Throughout this paper, we assume that M = [0, . . . , M ] × [0, . . . , N ] is an arbitrary, but fixed "map". We define a logical language L whose constant symbols are members of M and that has an infinite set L var of variable symbols disjoint from M. L has a set G = {g 1 , . . . , g n } of unary predicate symbols. As usual, a term is either a constant symbol or variable symbol.
978-1-4799-0203-3/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEEIf t is a term, then g i (t) is an atom. If t is a constant, then g i (t) is ground. Intuitively, if p ∈ M, then g i (p) says that point p has property g i . We use B L to denote the set of all ground atoms. Well-formed formulas (wffs) are defined in the usual way. (i) Every atom is a wff. (ii) If F, G are wffs, then so are F ∧ G, F ∨ G, ¬F are all wffs.
Example 2.1: Consider the map M cpgn in Figure 1 with predicates G = {hi cost, non pop, grp 1 , grp 2 , hq 1 , hq 2 }. The predicate exposure not depicted in the figure corresponds to a candidate receiving exposure in a certain area. hi cost ((1, 9) ), hq 1 ((4, 3) ), non pop((8, 1)), and grp 2 ( (5, 8) ) are all examples of ground atoms.
A state is any subset of B L . We use S to denote the set of all states. Satisfaction of formulas is defined in the obvious way. State s satisfies a ground atom A, denoted s |= A, iff
The shading shown in Figure 1 defines a state. For example, hi cost((1, 9)) ∈ s cpgn while exposure((1, 9)) / ∈ s cpgn . An action maps points to sets of ground atoms. Definition 2.1 (Action): An action is a mapping a : M → 2 BL . We use A to denote the set of actions. An action-point pair is any member of A × M. An action-point pair (a, p) is executed if action a takes place at point p. Thus, one can think of (a, p) as saying that action a occurs at point p. The result of executing a set SOL of action-point pairs in state s 0 is denoted appl(SOL, s 0 ) and is the set
Example 2.3: Continuing with example 2.6, our candidate has actions A cpgn = {nor, appeal 1 , appeal 2 } where nor refers to a normal campaign stop and appeal 1 , appeal 2 refer to public appeals to constituent groups 1 and 2 respectively. The actions map to ground atoms as follows.
The first action says that when a normal campign stop is made at point p and p is a populated place one distance unit or less from p, then the candidate has exposure at place p as well. The second action says that if the candidate makes an appeal (action) at point p and p is the headquarters of interest group grp i , then the candidate has obtained exposure in all places associated with interest group
Throughout this paper, we assume the cost function is arbitrary but fixed and can be computed in constant time. We also assume that if
The cost function for our example is C (s) cpgn and is defined (based on some state s) as follows:
cpgn (a, p) = 1 if hi cost(p) ∈ s and 0.5 otherwise.
We also assume the existence of a set of integrity constraints IC that specify that certain actions cannot be jointly taken if some conditions hold w.r.t. the state -such constraints were defined before by [1] . Definition 2.3 (Integrity Constraint): If Φ is a set of actionpoint pairs and χ is a wff, then Φ ← χ is an integrity constraint. When Φ ← χ is ground, this says that if χ is true, then only one action-point pair in Φ may be executed. Formally, suppose s is a state and Φ is a set of action-point pairs and Φ ← χ is ground. (s, Φ ) |= Φ ← χ iff either s |= χ or s |= χ and |Φ ∩ Φ | ≤ 1. (s, Φ ) satisfies an integrity constraint iff it satisfies all ground instances of it. (s, Φ ) |= IC where IC is a set of integrity constraints iff (s, Φ ) satisfies every constraint in that set. Given a state s and set IC of integrity constraints, we use IC s to denote the set of all ground instances of integrity constraints in IC where the associated wff χ is satisfied by s 3 . Example 2.5: Continuing Example 2.4, let IC cpgn be {{appeal 1 ((4, 3)), appeal 2 ((10, 7))} ← TRUE}. This constraint says that an appeal can be made to either group 1 or group 2 at their center of influence, but not both -for instance, these two groups may have opposing views.
We now introduce the goal-based geospatial optimization problem (GBGOP). This problem takes as input a map M, initial state s 0 , set of actions A, cost function C, integrity constraints IC, positive real number c, and disjoint sets
Intuitively, c restricts the total cost and Θ in (resp. Θ out ) is a set of atoms that must be true (resp. false) after the actions are applied. Our optimality criteria for a GBGOP is to minimize the cardinality of the action-point pairs. A GBGOP can be viewed as an abductive inference problem (i.e. find a set of actions that lead to the current state) -where minimal cardinality is a common parsimony requirement.
Definition 2.4 (GBGOP Solution, Optimal Solution):
A solution SOL is optimal iff there is no other solution SOL such that |SOL | ≤ |SOL|.
Our next type of problem is a benefit-maximizing geospatial optimization problem (BMGOP) that also considers a benefit function, defined as follows.
Definition 2.5 (Benefit Function): The benefit function, B : B L → + maps atoms to positive real numbers. Example 2.6: In our running example, we use the benefit function B cpgn where B cpgn (A) = 1 if A has the form exposure() and 0 otherwise.
As with cost, we assume the benefit function to be arbitrary but fixed and computable in constant time. We also assume that if B L = {A 1 , . . . , A n }, then B(A i ) is denoted b i . A BMGOP takes as input, M, s 0 , A, C, IC, and c -all defined the same as for a GBGOP. Additionally it takes benefit function B and natural number k. Here k is a bound on the number of actions the agent can take as we attempt to maximize benefit as an optimality criteria. A solution SOL is optimal iff there is no other solution SOL such that Ai∈appl(SOL,s0) b i < Ai∈appl(SOL ,s0) b i . Here, we provide complexity results for GBGOPs and BMGOPs. First, we establish both as being at least NP-hard. The following can be shown by embedding the Set-Cover and Maxk-cover problems (see [2] for definitions) into our framework. This also allows for results on the limits of approximation for these problems.
Theorem 1: Given GBGOP (M, s 0 , A, C, IC, c, Θ in , Θ out ), finding an optimal solution SOL ⊆ A×M is NP-hard. This result holds even if for each a ∈ A, p ∈ M, it is the case that ∀g (p ) ∈ a(p), p = p -i.e. each action only affects the point is is applied to.
Theorem 2: Given BMGOP (M, s 0 , B, A, C, IC, k, c), finding an optimal solution SOL ⊆ A is NP-hard. This result holds even if for each a ∈ A, p ∈ M, it is the case that ∀g (p ) ∈ a(p), p = p -i.e. each action only affects the point is is applied to).
Theorem 3: If for some > 0, there is a PTIME algorithm to approximate GBGOP within
O(lg lg |A×M|) ) (NP has a slightly super-polynomial algorithm).
Theorem 4: Finding an optimal solution to BMGOP cannot be approximated in PTIME within a ratio of e−1 e + (approx. 0.63) for some > 0 (where e is the inverse of the natural log) unless P=NP, even when IC = ∅.
III. ALGORITHMS SOLVING GOPS
In this section, we present an integer programming (IP) algorithms for both GBGOP and BMGOP which provide exact solutions. Given a GBGOP, the IP associates an integer-valued variable X i with each action-point pair
The objective function minimizes the total number of actionpoint pairs. Constraint (2) ensures that every ground atom in Θ in (that does not appear in the initial state) is caused by at least one of the selected action-point pairs. Constraint (3) enforces the constraint on cost. Constraint (4) ensures that the integrity constraints are satisfied. Next we present our integer constraints for a BMGOP where the IP associates an integervalued variable X i with each action-point pair (a i , p i ) ∈ A × M, and an integer-valued variable Y j with each ground atom A j ∈ B L − s 0 . The intuition for the X i variables is the same as in GBGOP-IP.
Definition 3.2 (BMGOP-IP): For each action-point pair
In the above IP, the objective function looks at each ground atom and sums the associated benefit if the associated Y i variable is 1 -meaning that atom A i is true after the actions are applied. Constraint (6) effectively sets a Y i variable to 1 if an action that causes A i to be true occurs. Constraint (7) enforces the cardinality requirement. Constraints 8-9 mirror constraints 3-4 of GBGOP-IP. The result below shows that a solution σ to the above IPs when restricted to the X i variables, provides an immediate solution to the GOP. As integer programming is NP-complete, any algorithm to solve a GOP using GBGOP-IP or BMGOP-IP using an IP solver will take exponential time. We note that for GBGOP-IP, the number of variables is fairly large -O(|{(a i , p i ) ∈ A × M|a i (p i ) ∩ Θ out = ∅}|) variables and O(|Θ in − s 0 | + |IC s0 | + 1) constraints. BMGOP-IP has even more variables -(though not exponential) -O(|M| · (|A| + |G|)) variables and O(|M| · |G| + |IC s0 | + 2) constraints.
We now show how to correctly reduce the number of variables by considering only a subset of R. Our intuition is that an optimal solution SOL is an irredundant cover of Θ in meaning there is no subset SOL ⊂ SOL that is also a solution. Hence, we can discard certain elements of R that cannot possibly be in an optimal solution. For
and the set of ground atoms each action-point pair affects Aff
We can now define a reduced action-point set.
Definition 3.3 (Reduced Action-Point Set):
* can be found in quadratic time with a naive algorithm -an operation that is likely dominated by solving or approximating GBGOP-IP. Hence, it is easy to show that for any optimal solution SOL ⊆ R, there is an optimal solution SOL ⊆ R * . While BMGOP-IP can solve a BMGOP exactly, doing so is computationally intractable. Here, we leverage some known methods [3] to solve such problems and develop a fast, deterministic algorithm to approximate BM-GOP with an approximation bounds. Given BMGOP Γ = (M, s 0 , B, A, C, IC, k, c) , consider the objective function in BMGOP-IP. We can write that function as a mapping from action-point pairs to reals. We denote this function (specific for BMGOP Γ) as f Γ : 2 A×M → + , where f Γ (S) = Ai∈appl(S,s0) b i , which has certain properties. We now show that this function f Γ is submodular and has some other nice properties as well.
Prop. 3.1:
As our objective function is submodular, and constraints 7-9 are linear packing constraints, any instance of a BMGOP can be viewed as maximization of a submodular function wrt linear packing constraints and hence, methods to solve such problems can be used here. The BMGOP-Compute algorithm leverages this idea and illustrated in Example 3. 
In this case, we will set δ = 0.001. He wishes to find a set of 3 action-point pairs to optimize his exposure. BMGOPCompute sets λ = 22.14, w = 0.33, w = 0.50, and w 1 = 0.50 in lines 1 and 2. In the first iteration of the loop at line 3, it finds the action-point pair that minimizes the quantity at line 3 is (appeal 1 , (4, 3) ) -which has the associated value 0.073. Note, other action-point pairs with low values are (appeal 2 , (10, 7)) with 0.083 and (nor, (15, 6)) also with 0.083. It then adds (appeal 1 , (4, 3) ) to SOL and updates w = 0.93, w = 1.09, and w 1 = 2.35. On the next iteration, the BMGOP-Compute picks (nor, (15, 6)), which now has a value of 0.164. During this iteration, the value of (appeal 2 , (10, 7)) has increased substantially -to 0.294, so it is not selected. At the end of the iteration, w is updated to 2.611 and w is updated to 2.364. As (nor, (15, 6) ) does not impact the lone integrity constraint, the value w 1 remains at 2.354. In the third iteration, BMGOP-Compute selects (nor, (15, 9)) which has a value of 0.421. Again, the value of (appeal 2 , (10, 7)) has increased -but this time only to 0.472. BMGOP-Compute re-calculates w = 7.331, w = 5.128 and w 1 remains at 2.354. On the last iteration, BMGOPCompute picks (appeal 2 , (10, 7)) as it has the lowest value -0.942. After this fourth iteration, it updates w = 20.589, w = 11.124, and w 1 = 11.0861 -which now total to 42.799 -exceeding λ (22.14) -causing BMGOP-Compute to exit the outer loop. Now SOL has 4 elements, exceeding the cardinality constraint (as well as the integrity constraint). The checks done in line 4 remove (appeal 2 , (10, 7)) from SOL -making the result feasible. BMGOP-Compute returns {(appeal 1 , (4, 3) ), (nor, (15, 6) , (nor, (15, 9))} which causes the benefit to be 45.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced "geopspatial optimization problems" or GOPs that aide the user in taking certain actions over a geographic region. We showed these problems to be NP-hard and provided integer constraints. For the goal-based variant, we correctly reduce the number of variables. For the benefitmaximizing variant, we provide an approximation algorithm.
